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Abstract This contribution discusses some aspects crucial for designing optimal and sustainable oxidation processes. The catalyst, although at the heart of the system, is
only one decisive design parameter amongst many others.
Indeed, an interdisciplinary approach is required to
improve existing processes, but also to rationally and systematically access opportunities for oxidation research on
renewable feedstock compounds.
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1 Introduction
Within the broad domain of oxidation chemistry, oxygenations (i.e. the take-up of oxygen) constitute an important
and diverse sub-class, including such differing processes as
metal corrosion, deterioration of biological and man-made
materials, combustion, and artificial partial oxidation [1].
The last area refers to the selective introduction of functional groups for example in alcohols, aldehydes and carboxylic acids, without over-oxidizing the desired product.
Such oxygenated molecules are used as building blocks in
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nearly all branches of chemical industry, ranging from
polymer synthesis to medicinal chemistry [2, 3]. This
industrial interest explains the massive increase in the
number of scientific publications in the later half of the
20th century (Fig. 1) (ISI Web of Knowledge). The
importance of oxidations, coupled with the obvious need
for improvement, especially with regards to process sustainability, has transported this domain to the forefront of
chemical and chemical engineering research.
Usually a process-tailored catalyst is required to obtain
the desired product in an economically acceptable yield
[1, 3]. One of the reasons is the higher oxidizability of the
partial oxidation products, compared to the parent substrates, leading to an inherent selectivity problem. Partial
oxidations are therefore considered a scientific challenge
with direct industrial relevance. Optimizing the selectivity
should be considered as the most important goal. Preventing the formation of waste is indeed the first objective
of sustainable chemistry [4, 5]. Although in principle both
homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysts can be used to
achieve this goal, usually solid catalysts are preferred
because of easy handling (viz. recycling) and downstream
processing considerations [6, 7].
Despite decades of academic and industrial research,
oxidations still remain poorly understood chemical transformations. The reason for this is the fact that a successful
oxidation process involves a complex interplay of many
parameters. Whereas some of these parameters are fixed
and determined by the nature of the substrate (viz. the
intrinsic chemistry and reactivity of the involved functional
groups), some parameters can be adjusted to optimize the
performance (viz. the catalyst composition, the source of
oxidizing species, the mass and heat transfer as determined
by the reactor concept and activation of the reaction by
heat, electrical current or light of appropriate wavelength).
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Fig. 1 Number of Publications on selective oxidations in the last
decades

There exists a nearly infinite number of materials which can
be used as oxidation catalyst, ranging from immobilized
metal complexes over, (mixed) oxides, and noble metals to
microporous solids [6, 7]. However, it is important to
realize that it is not only the catalyst which determines the
overall outcome; rather the oxidative transformation should
be optimized at a process level, demanding a multidimensional approach. It is the purpose of this mini-review to seek
out the future potential of oxidation catalysis from this
multi-dimensional view point, within the framework of
green chemistry (Fig. 2), rather than to give a complete
overview of the domain.

A first question which comes to mind when looking into
the future of oxidation catalysis is the origin of the feedstock: what will the future starting materials of interest be?
The outcome of this question will mainly depend on the
interplay of the parameters shown in Fig. 3. Whereas the
cost of a certain feedstock is inversely proportional to its
availability, it is directly correlated with its potential scope
(cfr. propene versus propane). The available technology to
produce/harvest and process/use the feedstock is obviously
another parameter determining its price. Especially for
bulk processes it is important to have a reliable feedstock
of constant quality and price. Fluctuating purity of the
feedstock will increase the cost of pre-process purification
steps. For fine chemical processes with high value-addition,
(small) fluctuations in the feedstock price can be absorbed
more efficiently.
In the past decades, many oxidation processes have been
developed for upgrading hydrocarbons which ultimately all
originate from crude oil, via well established petrochemical
pathways [1–3]. Indeed, crude oil used to be a cheap and
abundant feedstock. Some examples of important industrial
oxidation processes are listed in Table 1. Many of the
oxygenated products are used for the synthesis of goods
which have become indispensable in our present society
(viz. all sorts of polymers). Due to the shrinking reserves of
crude oil, chemists are focusing onto the optimization of
existing processes and the design of alternative routes,
starting from more abundant, and thus cheaper, feedstock
compounds. One noticeable trend is for instance to focus

Fig. 2 Important parameters
for the design of selective
oxidation processes within the
framework of green chemistry
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Fig. 3 Important feedstock parameters

Table 1 Important oxidation processes of petrochemical feedstock
molecules
Substrates

Product

Oxidant/Catalyst

Ethylene

Ethylene oxide

Air/Ag on support

Propene

Propylene oxide

H2O2/TS-1

Propene

Acroleine

Air/MoO3; Bi2O3; WO3

Methanol

Formaldehyde

Air/Ag or MoO3; Fe2O3

p-Xylene

Terephtahlic acid

Air/Co, Mn, Br

Butane

Maleic anhydride

Air/V2O5; MoO3/Al2O3

research on utilizing alkanes rather than alkenes [8–13].
Also the reduction of unit operations or entire process steps
is currently the focus of research. It would for instance be
of great value to convert cyclohexane or n-hexane to adipic
acid or caprolactame in one single step, justifying the
research efforts in this direction [14–21]. All these current
approaches aim for a more efficient use of our limited
crude oil resources. It should however be acknowledged,
that the reduction of process steps is eventually limited by
the intrinsic reactivity of the involved chemicals.
A possibility to save crude oil on a larger scale would be
the valorization of methane from various abundant fossil
resources, such as natural gas and coal. Moreover, on the
long run, methane could also be produced via biogas,
generated by fermentation of organic matter [22]. Also
methane hydrates, found in vast quantities at the sea floor,
are a potential future source of methane. Rather than
cracking large molecules in petroleum, this gas feedstock
demands the development of chemical tools to construct
larger building units from this C1 compound (‘‘gas-toliquid’’). Several paths are being intensively explored, e.g.:
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(i) the one step oxidation of methane to methanol, (ii)
oxidative and non-oxidative coupling of methane, and (iii)
Fischer–Tropsch synthesis of larger hydrocarbons from
syngas, generated from methane [23, 24]. Direct oxidation
of methane to methanol, avoiding the intermediate step of
synthesis gas production, is a great scientific challenge.
Indeed, the C–H bonds in methane are very strong
(105 kcal mol-1), making it a rather inert feedstock.
Therefore, highly reactive radical or ionic species are often
used to cleave the C–H bond, however, causing significant
over-oxidation of the desired methanol (and formaldehyde). In an alternative approach, the C–H bond can be
activated by a reactive metal complex of, e.g., Pt without
the involvement of free radicals, carbocations or carbanions, generating M–R intermediates [25–30]. These M–R
species can be selectively converted to oxygenated compounds. Unfortunately these reactions take place under
rather harsh (viz. acidic) conditions. Moreover, the electrophilic intermediates are susceptible for inhibition by
water and products. At present, organometallic chemists
are therefore trying to activate C–H bonds by electropositive low-valent metal complexes, generating nucleophilic M–R species to overcome this problem [31]. So far,
however, no satisfying catalytic system could be developed. Nevertheless, if one succeeds in producing methanol in a sustainable way, methanol-to-olefin technology
could provide us with various chemically significant
molecular building blocks [32]. The same holds true for
Fischer–Tropsch chemistry, starting from (methane-generated) syngas [33]. At the moment, it appears that
Fischer–Tropsch technology would have more potential,
provided the lifetime of the catalyst could be increased
and the Cn product distribution could be controlled more
effectively. Eventually it is hoped, that these emerging
processes will allow us to (re)construct the crucial
building block molecules obtained at present from crude
oil.
In a parallel, but different approach, the suitability of
renewable resources as chemical feedstock is being intensively investigated [34–36]. While at a first glance, the use
of bio-derived substances for chemical syntheses seems to
be wholly beneficial, the use of biomass as a chemical
substrate introduces a new level of complexity; it is
socially, ethically and finally also economically unacceptable to allow feedstock for chemical building blocks to
compete with global food demands [37]. Nevertheless,
even non-edible resources open up countless possibilities.
Taking this into account, one should formalize the fundamental question associated with renewable feedstock:
Which routes may take us now, or in the near future,
as simply as possible, from renewable resource to
value added product, thus saving fossil resources?
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To answer this question, several factors should be taken
into consideration. Indeed, according to Rostrup–Nielsen,
success relies on doing the right thing at the right time in
the right way (the so-called R3 rule) [38].
First of all, the alternative feedstock should be able to
satisfy a significant fraction of the product demand (doing
the right thing). If not, one should wonder if it is worthwhile pursuing this drop-in-the-ocean route. Another
determining parameter which should be considered is the
value-addition which can be created through a certain
process (at the right time). This parameter rationalizes for
instance why investors would still be interested in a process
with a small absolute mass impact, but with a high financial
benefit. Moreover, the product should be synthesized in the
right way: the transformation should be as simple as possible. It is clear that the transformation of methanol to
formaldehyde is less complicated on a molecular level than
the conversion of cellulose to fine chemicals. This complexity can be roughly taken into account by considering
the ratio of the sum of molecular
weights (MW) of the
P
i MWXi
product(s) and reactants(s),P MW ; where the subscripts
j
Yi
X and Y represent the reactants or products in such a way
that the ratio is B1. It is the product of these three
parameters which will determine how viable a certain
production strategy is, and hence which processes should
get research priority. Therefore we may roughly quantify
the viability U as the product of the factors indicated in
Eq. 1:
U¼

Availability of Feedstock Unit price of product

Demand of product
Unit price of Feedstock
P
i MWXi
 P
j MWYi
ð1Þ

Note that U represents a best case scenario, assuming 100%
yield. The availability and demand can be expressed in
mole carbon/time, energy/time, or any other dimension
which may be applied to a particular process. Using these
basic parameters (demand and availability, feedstock and
product cost, and the molecular weights) it is possible to
estimate roughly, the viability and significance of a
potential process, based solely on the feedstock and product properties, without having to enter into any details
concerning the actual production system. Although the
viability does not in itself reveal anything about the realizability or sustainability of a system, it allows the quick
and simple comparison of a variety of systems, based on
their realistic significance. As an example, Table 2 summarizes the viability of several existing processes, situated
in bulk/commodity as well as in fine chemistry.
It is proposed, that the preliminary estimation of a
processes’ viability be performed as follows:

Table 2 Parameters determining the viability (U) of several existing
processes, based on a conservative estimate according to Eq. 1
Ua

Feedstock

Product

Benzene ? propene

Styrene

1–2

p-Xylene

Terephthalic acid

1–5

Methanol

Formaldehyde

2–10

Sulfur

Sulfuric acid

5–20

Hydrogen

Ammonia

Propene

Propylene oxide

10–20

Ethene
Benzene

Ethylene oxide
Maleic anhydride

10–20
20–30

5–20

Propylene

Acrylic acid

Butane

Maleic anhydride

100–200

Methane

Methanol

100–200

3-Methylpyridine

Niacin (vitamine B3)

0.5–2.0

Salicylic acid

Aspirin

10–20

Lignin

Vanillin

300–600

a

20–80

Using the mole fractions

U  1: highly viable process
U & 1: viable process
U  1: possibly viable process
It is important to realize that U does not take into
account the full complexity or yield of the process step(s),
nor the sustainability and represents the situation at a certain moment in time. As such it cannot replace a thorough
case-by-case evaluation of all the significant parameters. It
is indeed possible, for U to show potential for a process
which, upon further evaluation, is clearly technically
unfeasible or environmentally unsound. In addition, there
are several processes which will show very low viability
while being necessary, such as the oxidation of highly toxic
CO to CO2, which has low toxicity but is detrimental due to
its contribution to the greenhouse effect.
The viability index should rather be understood as an
answer to the fundamental, albeit hypothetical question:
‘‘Given a particular feedstock A, and one or more suggested products arising from A, how viable is a process to
transform this feedstock into any one of the suggested
products at 100% efficiency?’’ Keeping this question in
mind while analyzing the various paths leading away from
the feedstock, allows a quick prioritization of those paths.
This principle may be illustrated using the example of
glycerol. Glycerol, a by-product from bio-diesel production, is an example of a non-edible bio platform molecule.
Generally speaking, many interesting products can be
obtained from glycerol, not only by oxidation but also
hydrogenation and dehydration [39–41]. Some of the proposed routes are summarized in Table 3, ordered according
to the viability index of the process. Clearly there is not
enough glycerol available to cover the complete need for
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Table 3 Products which can be obtained from glycerol, ordered
according to the viability index of the process, based on a conservative estimate
Product

Ua

Ethanol

(1–10) 9 10-5

Citric acid

0.1–1.0

Acrylic acid
Propylene Glycol

0.1–2.0
0.1–2.0

Acrolein

1–5

Epichlorhydrin

1–5

1,3-propane diol

20–50

a

Using the mole fractions

all C3 products used today. Therefore one should make a
rational decision what to do with the glycerol. According to
U, the synthesis of 1,3-propane diol would be the most
viable route, mainly because of its high value (building
block for polyesters). However, looking more carefully at
this reaction, it turns out that the proposed route is a
multistep process in which glycerol is first converted to
acrolein which, after the addition of water, is hydrogenated
to 1,3-propane diol. In a multistep process, the overall
viability is clearly limited by the least attractive step.
Nevertheless, the numbers in Table 3 explain why, for
instance both Solvay Biochemicals and Dow Chemical are
planning to open world-scale glycerol-to-epichlorohydrin
plants in 2010. Very important to realize here is however
that the viability calculations were performed with the
current production and price levels. In case of glycerol, the
price is highly dependent on the bio-diesel demand, a
parameter which is affected by the current socio-political
situation. Depending on how the fuel market will develop,
the feasibility of glycerol as a feedstock might change.
Indeed, all things considered, bio-diesel is only a drop-inthe-ocean solution and alternative fuel sources must be
sought to meet our increasing demands [42–51]. Therefore
one should carefully judge if one wants to make profound
changes early in the chemical value chain, such as using
glycerol for the production of bulk intermediates.
The problem of fluctuating feedstock prices (and quality) is indeed a rather general problem for renewable
platform molecules, making them at the moment less
attractive/reliable on a bulk scale. Therefore people are
also looking into alternative possibilities, such as the
conversion of bio-mass to syngas or pyrolysis oil using
those intermediates to rebuild the classical chemicals and
fuels [34–36, 42–51]. This approach could indeed buffer
price fluctuations and decouple the downstream processes
from the choice of feedstock. One should not underestimate
this consideration as most of the companies would like the
renewable feedstock to be as compatible as possible with
the existing infrastructure. On the other hand, in the field of
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fine chemicals, value addition and the process flexibility
(viz. batch production) is normally very high, implying that
this field could more safely withstand the strains and
pressures of fluctuating feedstock prices. Consequently,
non-edible, easily obtainable resources which can be
readily functionalized to molecules which are difficult to
obtain in a ‘‘classical’’ way, are more suitable for these
applications than for use in bulk chemistry processes. For
instance, the oxidation of the primary C–H bond in glycerol yields subsequently glyceraldehyde and glyceric acid
whereas the oxidation of the secondary C–H bond can yield
dihydroxyacetone; oxidation of both one primary and a
secondary C–H bond yields hydroxyl pyruvic acid (Fig. 4)
[39–41]. Currently these compounds only have a small
market because of their high price, due to the fact that they
have to be prepared by enzymatic reactions. Several catalytic systems, based on supported palladium and platinum
have been proposed for the direct aerobic oxidation of
glycerol. The selectivity can be tuned by promotion of the
noble metal catalyst with bismuth or by the pH [39–41].
Recently, promising results have also been shown for the
glycerol oxidation over supported gold particles [52].
Terpenes such as limonene and a-,b-pinene can easily be
obtained from coniferous trees and citrics and represent
another interesting class of bio-platform compounds. Oxidation of these isoprene-like molecules can take place via
epoxidation or allylic oxidation [53]. For instance the
autoxidation of a-pinene has attracted attention because the
verbenone allylic oxidation product is used for insect control and as a raw material in the synthesis of taxol, an
important therapeutic agent. At the moment one is however
not yet able to tune the reaction conditions to get control
over both channels using O2 as the oxidant. A deeper
understanding of the role of the catalyst (viz. identifying the
reactive intermediates) should in principle allow targeting
either epoxidation or allylic oxidation in a selective way. In
this context, the potential of in situ studies combined with a
computational support cannot be over-emphasized [54–66].
The conclusions of this analysis can be summarized as
follows:
•

•

•

Renewable resources for the production of chemicals or
fuels must not stand in competition with existing vital
applications. Possibly one could apply Maslow’s hierarchy of needs for prioritization purposes [67].
It seems easier and economically more reliable to use
bio-platform molecules with currently fluctuating availability and price for relatively small scale applications
with high value addition (e.g. fine chemicals and
functional materials), rather than for bulk processes.
Research to improve classical routes to bulk/commodity
chemicals should not be given up. Indeed, if one manages
to convert sustainably-produced-biomass into classical
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Fig. 4 Oxidation products of
glycerol

building block chemicals, a lot of the downstream valuechain will remain unchanged. An additional advantage of
this approach would be that fluctuations in the availability and quality (and consequently the price) of the
renewable resources could be leveled off in the production of bio-syngas and/or bio-oil.
So in the end one could establish two types of platform
molecules: the classical building blocks as we know them
today in chemical industry, and some selected bio-platform
molecules which are readily obtained from nature and can
be easily converted to value-added products (Fig. 5).
Clearly, the technology to convert renewable resources (e.g.
cellulose) to syngas or pyrolysis oil, needs to be developed
(further). Alternatively one could also combine both types
of platform molecules; an already available commercial
example is for instance Ecovio introduced to the market
by BASF in early 2008 (www.ecovio.com) [68]. This
polymer contains 55 wt% of an aliphatic–aromatic copolyester and 45 wt% of renewable polylactic acid (PLA).
Finally, the scarcity of resources (be they fossil or
renewable) has provided, and will continue to provide an
ever increasing incentive for the development of efficient
selective oxidation processes [69].
3 Oxidation Agent
In the course of time, many oxidation agents have been
used for selective oxidations. Figure 6 gives an overview

of the most common oxidants and orders them according to
increasing environmental friendliness.
As every oxidation requires a stoichiometric amount of
oxidant, the use of high molecular mass species is highly
waste-producing. One technique to assess the environmental pressure caused by a chemical process is the Efactor, proposed by Roger Sheldon [70–73]. This number
gives the weight of waste or undesirable by-product divided by the weight of the desired product. Especially for
fine chemicals and pharmaceuticals, the average E-factors
are rather high, i.e., 5–50 and 25–100, respectively.
Although useful, the E-factor does not take into account the
nature of the waste. Indeed, in the case of classical textbook oxidations with for instance K2Cr2O7, the waste is
toxic. One of the reasons that such sophisticated oxidants
as pyridinium chlorochromate (PCC) are still in use
(especially in fine chemical synthesis) is their high activity
and selectivity.
Another widespread oxidant is HNO3, used for instance
in the synthesis of nicotinic acid (vitamin B3) by oxidation
of 5-ethyl-2-methylpyridine. Nitric acid is however not
only used for fine chemical synthesis, it is also used for
oxidizing cyclohexanol/cyclohexanone (KA-oil) to adipic
acid, a building block of nylon-6,6. A disadvantage of
HNO3 based oxidations is the fact that a stoichiometric
amount of NOx and N2O is produced. Although not always
acknowledged in the scientific literature, HNO3 can normally be regenerated from NOx in an associated HNO3
production plant [74]. Therefore, HNO3 can be considered
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Fig. 5 Evolution of a classical
fossil feedstock to the future
oleo feedstock

Fig. 6 Shift from environmentally harmful oxidants to oxygen

a carrier of activated oxygen. However, N2O, a severe
greenhouse gas, cannot be recycled and needs to be
destroyed, either catalytically, or thermally. Some time
ago, it was recognized that rather than decomposing the
nitrous oxide, one could also use it as a sustainable oxidant,
producing only N2 as a harmless by-product. Many interesting systems have been developed for using N2O, such as
the direct thermal ketonization of olefins [75, 76], and the
hydroxylation of benzene to phenol, catalyzed by iron
containing zeolites [77]. The latter is a good example of the
design of an alternative route to a bulk intermediate, viz.
phenol [78]. At the moment, phenol is indeed obtained via
an acid catalyzed Hock rearrangement of cumene hydroperoxide, co-producing a stoichiometric amount of acetone
[1]. Cumene hydroperoxide is obtained by auto-oxidation of
cumene, which is synthesized by Friedel–Crafts alkylation
of benzene with propene. Substituting this three step process by a direct hydroxylation clearly offers many advantages, more so considering the phenol market is developing
faster than the acetone market. This implies that the direct
process could reduce overproduction of acetone and save
propene. Unfortunately, for large scale applications one has
to produce additional N2O via oxidation of NH3 with air,
leaving behind the original concept of reducing the emission of a greenhouse gas by using it as an oxidant [77].
Nevertheless, for specific applications, the N2O produced in
HNO3 oxidation plants can be sufficient to open new routes
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to interesting products. For instance, BASF will start using a
fraction of the N2O generated in their adipic acid plant for
the ketonization of cyclododecatriene, which followed by
partial hydrogenation yields cyclododecanone, used in the
synthesis of nylon-12 [74, 79, 80].
Other oxidants that are very popular, especially in the
field of epoxidations, are H2O2 and hydroperoxides in
general [81–85]. Although t-butylhydroperoxide is more
active due to a weaker O–O bond, it produces equimolar
amounts of t-butylalcohol as a by-product, whereas H2O2
only produces water as a by-product. Work has been done
to generate H2O2 in situ via a controlled reaction between
H2 and O2. One should however be careful not to violate
one of the principles of green chemistry which states that
one should design intrinsically safe processes for accident
prevention. In the field of epoxidations, one observes the
development of metal free epoxidation processes, using
H2O2 [86–90]. This is a nice example of how the catalyst–
oxidant couple can be optimized. Especially in such
emerging domains, high-throughput experiments have
proven themselves to be very useful in optimizing the
catalyst composition. Nevertheless, to bring this further,
mechanistic studies using for instance in situ spectroscopy
will be required [54–66].
A general problem of the aforementioned oxidants is
that they are all generated via the oxidation of a precursor
with oxygen. So in the end it is always O2, which takes up
the stoichiometric number of electrons. Directly using
oxygen (air) as an oxidant would therefore not only reduce
the cost, it would also eliminate many environmental
problems. Unfortunately the scope of molecular oxygen as
an oxidant is at present still narrow [69]. Looking carefully
at the most suitable activation mechanism still remains a
huge challenge in this area.

4 Activation Mechanism
Reactions of ground state molecular oxygen with hydrocarbons are usually very slow, due to the fact that they are
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either spin and/or symmetry forbidden. Therefore one
should use an appropriate activation mechanism, compatible with the reactants. Generally speaking, the activation
mechanisms can be divided into four different categories,
as shown in Fig. 7: thermal activation, ‘‘classical’’ and bio
catalysis, electro-catalysis and photo-catalysis.
Problems are not only caused by the substrates kinetic
inertness, preventing the over-oxidation of the desired
products also provides a significant challenge [1, 3]. As
already mentioned above, the desired oxygenated products
are more susceptible to oxidation than the alkane substrate,
viz. the activation barrier for the consecutive steps is
smaller. This situation is shown in the potential energy
diagram in Fig. 8 in which B represents the desired
product.
When sufficient heat is provided to a hydrocarbon/O2
mixture, the high-energy spin forbidden pathways can be
bypassed by a more efficient free radical mechanism in
which peroxyl radicals act as the active oxidant instead of
O2 [1, 3]. Although this thermal activation is already
industrially applied on a large scale, the precise mechanisms are not yet fully understood. A prerequisite to
improve the selectivity is therefore to elucidate the pathways which lead to the products and by-products [91–95].
In the case of for instance cyclohexane autoxidation, cyclohexoxy radicals are formed which can either react with
the alkane, generating alcohol, or undergo a uni-molecular
C–C cleavage reaction, leading to ring-opened by-products
[96]. As the activation barrier of the uni-molecular cleavage is higher than that of the bi-molecular channel, high
temperatures favor the by-product route.

Fig. 7 Different approaches to activate selective oxidations
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This is the point at which catalysis and chemical engineering (vide infra) can contribute via various approaches
(Fig. 8). One approach could for instance be trapping the
reactive intermediate B and/or converting it to a less
reactive product. This trapping can possibly be achieved
using a catalyst or via a thermal reaction (viz. protection
groups in organic synthesis). Another approach could be to
significantly alter the reaction mechanism with a catalyst in
such a way that the activation barrier E1 decreases, relative
to E2: viz. activate only the desired step A to B (Fig. 8).
For autoxidations one could, for instance, try to convert the
chain-carrying peroxyl radicals into another type of radical
which would result in a better selectivity. One interesting
development is the use of N-hydroxyphthalimide and
related compounds which react with peroxyl radicals to
generate N-oxyl radicals [97–102]. Using this approach,
one might conceivably gain control over the radical chain
length and hence the reactivity/selectivity.
Alternatively one could activate O2 at the surface of a
heterogeneous catalyst, generating several different activated O-species. However, this requires heating of the
system to facilitate (dissociative) O2 adsorption. Generally
speaking one distinguishes two types of activated species:
Electron deficient electrophilic adsorbed species (superoxide O2-, peroxide O22- and oxide O-) and saturated
nucleophilic species such as terminal oxygen groups M=O,
or M-O-M where oxygen is in a nominal O2- state
[103–106]. The first class tends to cause over-oxidation
whereas the nucleophilic species are assumed to be
responsible for selective oxidations. At the moment, however, it is very difficult to quantify all the various species
present at the surface and in the sub-surface of a catalyst in
action, let alone gain control over their formation. Another
approach is to activate the alkane instead of the oxygen
such as it is done in the well known Catalytica system [30].
However, these ‘‘classical’’ catalytic approaches, whether
homogeneous or heterogeneous, require heat to activate the
reaction, after causing the formation of by-products. This is
a significant problem in the functionalization of fine
chemicals. Especially for this type of demanding transformation, bio-catalysts (viz. enzymes) offer interesting
perspectives [107–111].
Redox reactions can also be performed with an electrocatalyst. Although there are some select processes that use
electrocatalysis on a large scale (e.g. the hydrodimerization
of acrylonitrile to adiponitrile, 300.000 t/a), this field has
yet to achieve more widespread application [112, 113]. A
possible reason for this may be the relative high price of
electricity; it is, at present, almost exclusively more efficient to apply heat directly rather than transform the heat
into electric current using a generator, and applying the
electric current as an activation mechanism. Progress may
be made using the recent advances in the field of
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Fig. 8 Potential energy
diagram for the selective
oxidation of A to B with the
possibility of over-oxidizing B
to C. E1 and E2 refer to the
activation barriers in absence of
cat
a catalyst, whereas Ecat
1 and E2
refer to the barriers in presence
of a selective oxidation catalyst

photoelectric cell production. However, as with all applications based on direct electricity generation through sunlight, this idea suffers from both moderate to low
efficiency, as well as inconsistency due to varying solar
irradiation levels. An interesting approach to this second
issue would be the use of recent developments in photocatalysis: coupling a photocatalytic system with a fuel cell
would provide an opportunity for constant current generation, and thus increase the feasibility of electrically activated catalytic processes.
In recent years, the application of photocatalysis has
generated increasing research interest. The reasons for the
heightened awareness with regards to light-catalyzed
reactions are many [114]. The use of light allows the
introduction of the activation energy necessary for a reaction to proceed, without the problems inherent in thermal
energy application; i.e. side reactions, risk associated with
high temperatures, higher reactor cost due to high temperature applications, etc. Although photocatalysis is
classically used for the decomposition of (volatile) organic
compounds (e.g. for water remediation applications or selfcleaning windows), increasing attention is also being
focused onto selective reactions. One interesting aspect of
photocatalytic reaction systems is that, unlike standard
catalyzed reactions, the forward and backward reactions
are not necessarily both accelerated, or not accelerated to
an equal degree. This implies that photocatalysis can
change the apparent thermodynamic equilibrium of a
reaction system.
Generally speaking, two principle categories of heterogeneous photocatalysts exist: Semiconductor Photocatalysts and Quantum Photocatalysts. Although operating
according to slightly different mechanisms they are both
based on the generation of charge-separation [115–117].
Photochemistry applications in selective organic syntheses
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were exhaustively reviewed by Hoffmann, describing the
high potential for photocatalytic oxidations under solar
irradiation, using various sensitizing agents [118]. The
applicability of photooxidation reactions in an industrial
context can be seen using the example of rose oxide.
Dragoco in Holzminden, Germany produces 60–100 t/a of
this fragrance, using photooxidation in one of the first
steps. Citronellol is oxidized in the presence of sensitizer
(Rose Bengal) using molecular oxygen [119]. The resulting
hydroperoxides are then reduced to the alcohols, which
then are transformed into the corresponding cyclic ethers.
Although photocatalysis provides a number of highly
interesting advantages (application under solar irradiation,
shifting of the thermodynamic equilibrium, generally lower
toxicity and harshness of conditions when compared to the
classic thermo-energetic approach), nearly all the systems
examined have several shortcomings which hinder their
application on a larger scale. Amongst the issues to be
addressed are: (i) almost exclusive higher activity of UVirradiation when compared to visible light irradiation, (ii)
low conversions of almost all systems, and (iii) low
selectivity. The first issue may perhaps be corrected using
certain sensitizers, while the second and third problems
will require the development of optimized or fully novel
reaction systems, so as to provide a feasible alternative to
the currently employed approaches. There are, however,
selected reaction systems (cfr. rose oxide), which have the
theoretic ability to surpass even the more advanced thermally induced catalytic routes using existing technology.
The fluctuating intensity of sun light remains however a
fundamental engineering problem, causing indeed fluctuations in the production. Nevertheless there is strong belief
that for specific applications photocatalysis will future
develop and open new horizons, in the domain of selective
oxidations and other fields [120–123].
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5 Engineering Principles
Generally speaking, a reaction can be carried out in different states of matter: (i) gas, (ii) liquid, (iii) gas–liquid
and (iv) supercritical. Obviously the natures of the feedstock and substrate already predetermine to a great extent
the process possibilities. For instance oxidation of small
molecules such as methane and propene would demand a
high pressure to be performed in the liquid phase, whereas
oxidation of bulky fine chemical intermediates might be
difficult in the gas phase, mainly because of the low vapor
pressure and thermal instability. The use of solvents should
be limited as much as possible (cfr. the 12 principles of
green chemistry) [124]. Indeed, recycling of the solvent is
often an important part of the production cost, not to
mention the loss by co-oxidation of solvent (viz. so-called
sacrificial solvents). This is for instance the case during the
commercial oxidation of p-xylene to terephthalic acid,
consuming a large part of the global acetic acid production.
Moreover, solvents often lead to by-products as it is
observed in the recently started propylene epoxidation
process with H2O2 in methanol. The most sustainable
solution is to use no solvent, or use the substrate as solvent.
Especially for oxidations, scCO2 can offer many advantages such as: (i) dilution of the reaction medium by inert
CO2, leading to inherently safer process conditions, (ii)
elimination of gas–liquid mass transfer problems, and
enhancement of fluid–solid transport [125–130]. Nevertheless, a disadvantage is the rather low throughput per
volume, due to the dilution of the substrate with CO2.
Additionally, the use of supercritical processes leads to
moderately (for CO2) or massively (for H2O) increased
energy demands, and in the case of x H2O severe corrosion.
The energy gain in the downstream processing must thus
be able to compensate for any additional energy expenditure during the reaction. Also ionic liquids (ILs) have been
proposed as green solvents, mainly because of their low
volatility [131, 132]. Due to their unique properties, ILs
might not only work as dissolution media, they might also
play a key role in activating the catalyst through coordination and/or intermolecular interactions [133].
It is moreover important to bear in mind that a chemical
plant is much more than just the catalytic reactor: also in
the (thermal) separation processes, side reactions can
occur, reducing the overall performance. On the other hand
it is clear that an improvement of the catalyst (viz. reduction of side reactions) can significantly reduce the downstream separations, and hence eventually also reduce side
reactions outside the reactor, achieving a synergetic effect.
As was mentioned above, the product being more
reactive than the substrate, oxidation reactions have an
k1
k2
inherent selectivity problem (viz. A!B!C with
k1 \ k2). Analyzing the maximal possible selectivity for
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both a continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR), and a plug
flow reactor (PFR), as a function of the relative rate constants shows that a PFR will deliver an equal or better
maximal yield of product B, whatever the rate constants
[134, 135]. This knowledge is of the utmost significance, as
it clearly shows the superiority of a PFR over a CSTR
under selectivity considerations. Figure 9 shows the ratio
of the maximum yield obtained in a PFR over a CSTR as a
function of the relative rate constant k2/k1. It can be seen
that the relative yield of the product B may be increased by
almost 50%, depending on the relative reactivities of the
product and substrate. The PFR advantage is based on the
transient reactant concentration along the reactor axis,
compared to a CSTR where the concentration is homogeneous throughout the reactor. However, there are specific
cases, where a CSTR may be advantageous due to other
considerations such as heat or mass transfer.
Another engineering approach to increase the yield of a
desired intermediate product is to separate it in situ from the
reaction mixture (reactive separation). However in case of
oxidations, the boiling point of the product is usually higher
than that of the reactant, implying that reactive distillation is
not an option. A feasible approach is to work in a multiphase system in which the product is continuously extracted
to another phase where it is protected from subsequent further oxidation (viz. Phase Transfer Catalysis) [136]. Another
approach is to use a membrane to continuously remove the
product, or to control the contact between the different
reactants [137–140]. More recently, membrane reactors
have also been used as an in situ nano-filtration system for
the retention of catalytic nano-particles [141, 142]. As such,
the membrane reactor is used to recycle the catalyst, rather
than to influence the product concentration. The membrane
can be constructed from either polymers, metals and metal
alloys, or solid oxides. Combining the field of heterogeneous
catalysis with membrane reactor technology might open
new opportunities to improve selective oxidations.
The selectivity of a particular system may also be
influenced by the mass transfer properties of the catalyst.
Assuming the higher reactivity of the oxidation product, it is
apparent that enhanced mass transfer should be beneficial to
the specific yield. Through varying the design specifications
(size, porosity etc.) of the catalyst particles or the catalyst
bed as a whole, it may be possible to greatly influence the
product distribution of a given system without changing any
of the substrate or oxidant substances involved. The performance of colloids and immobilized nano-particles
should therefore be explored in more detail [143–152].
A general problem of oxidations is the exothermicity.
Indeed, the heat of reaction needs to be efficiently removed
from the reaction medium, in order to avoid a reduction in
selectivity or even to prevent a run-away. Industrially this
is either achieved through the application of multi-tubular
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Fig. 9 Ratio of the maximum achievable yield in a desired intermediate of consecutive reactions in a CSTR to a PFR as a function of the
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reactors which may also serve as heat exchangers, or by
using fluidized bed reactors [134, 135]. In the last decades,
this problem prompted the study of process intensification.
For instance, micro-reactors could offer interesting prospects to control highly exothermic reactions [153, 154].
The characteristic dimensions of the internal structures of
micro-reactors (MiRs) are typically in the range from submm to even sub-lm. Although proposed and tested for the
first time in the early 1990s, one observes an intensified
research activity in this area in the last couple of years. One
of the advantages of MiRs is their possibility to achieve
fast and efficient mico-mixing on a time scale of seconds,
or even ms. Another big advantage is the improved heat
transfer to pressure loss ratio. Due to the high heat transfer
coefficients, MiRs can operate under nearly isothermal
conditions. Moreover, due to the small size; they not only
save space and material, they also lead to an inherently
safer process. This even allows for instance operating in the
explosion regime: in 300 lm 9 300 lm 9 1 m channels,
cyclohexane could be oxidized with O2 up to 4% conversion with a selectivity of 88% in 2 min residence time
[155]. Although MiRs were often considered to only offer
potential for exploratory studies (cfr. lab-on-a-chip) [156],
recent reports announce that the MiR is not just a toy but
will soon become a production tool [157].

6 Conclusions
In this contribution, we have presented a concise summary
of the toolbox available to improve and design novel catalytic oxidation processes. As oxidation catalysis depends
to a great extent on the simultaneous developments and
advances in multiple disciplines, the field should be
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approached from different angles, comprising the available
feedstock, optimal activation mechanism, suitable oxidant
and reactor design.
The feedstock aspect was found to be of major importance for the 21st century. Replacing fossil resources with
alternative feedstock will confront us with many challenges.
Defining the viability of a certain reaction, allows a concise
and rough estimation of the impact a certain alternative
feedstock may possibly achieve with regards to resource
consumption. Finding suitable oxidants was deemed to be
strewn with opportunities and challenges. We described the
difficulties involved with applying oxygen as an oxidant
directly, and presented the most frequently encountered
alternatives. Oxidation reactions can be activated via different approaches, ranging from purely thermal activation
to photo-catalysis. Although the latter shows a great deal of
promise, it is at present (with few specific exceptions) not
feasible to perform (bulk) oxidation processes using
exclusively the activation through sunlight. Upon maturation of this technology, however, it might become possible
to effectively address many problems facing industrial
chemistry, not least of which are the issues of selectivity
and energy efficiency. Finally we briefly described some of
the most basic and significant reactor design concepts which
must be applied when conceptualizing catalytic oxidation
processes. The effect of choosing a plug flow reactor over a
continuously stirred tank reactor was described, as well as
some general considerations which apply to catalytic oxidation (thermal considerations, higher reactivity of the
product relative to the substrate). Some of the more promising approaches in reactor design were shown such as
supercritical phase reactions, micro- and membrane-reactors. Concerning the emerging photocatalytic systems, new
reactor types must be designed to efficiently capture photon
energy and transform it into catalytic activity.
The field of oxidation catalysis is a complex one, filled
with challenges and opportunities. The solution of any given
problem in this field may be achieved through a variety of
different paths, as the various parameters involved in
catalysis in general and oxidations in particular are intimately linked. For this reason a multi-pronged approach is
suggested, taking into account the scientific achievements
and advances in a multitude of different disciplines.
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